Thls paper Investigates the problem of obtaining the weights of the OWA operators from observations. The problem is formulated as a restricted least squares and unlform approxlmation problems. We take NI advantage of the linearity of the problem in the former caw, and use a well known technique ofnon-negntive least squares. Io esse of uniporm approximation, we employ a reeently developed cutting angle method of global optimlsation. Both presented methods give results superior to earUer approaches, and do not require compllcated nonllnear construetions. Additional restrictions, such as degree of ornm of the operator, can be easjly Introduced.
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I. IN-I'RODUC~ION
Extensions of classical max and min operations on fuzzy sets have been extensively studied for some time, both from set-theoretical and empirical perspectives [1] [2] [3] [4] . Many families of aggregation operators have been consuucted, among which triangular norms, conorms and averaging op- We consider two problems. Problem I is to minimise the sum of squared errors (eq'uations to he approximately satisfied)
The real matrices E and A have respective dimensions of mE x n and mA x n . Variables wi,i = 1 ,..., 1 are free to take on either sign.
The " L S E method employs penalty function approach and minimises . All these methods suffer from increasing combinatorial complexity for greater number of variables, and their practical applicability is usually limited to small size problems. Fast algorithm for the cutting angle method [I71 seems to be able to handle bigger problems in reasonable time, and we successfully used it for solving Problem 2.
The cutting angle method constructs a saw-tooth cover of the objective function, which always underestimates it. Nonlinear optimization problem is substituted with a series of max-min type auxiliary problems, and the global minima of the auxiliary problems converge to the global minimum of the objective function. Formally it is described using so-called IPH functions Vector inequality x 2 y means dominance Vi : xi 2 y; . and L being the least Lipschitz constant of g in 4-norm.
Since adding a constant does not affect the location of the minima, we can effectively minimize any Lipschitz function, modified with an appropriate constant. As in other deterministic global optimisation methods, the knowledge of Lipschitz constant L is very beneficial. Too small a value of E will not generate an IPH function, and the algorithm will not converge, whereas too large a value of E will result in very slow convergence. Next, we find the Lipschitz constant of the objective function of Problem 2, and hence will vansfom it to an IPH function with the smallest constant c.
Let Because ymX 51, we can take k l , and from (3) obtain the necessary constant c=2.
WES
To solve Problem 2 we minimise the U" function over the unit simplex.
fine the suppon vectors
The cutting angle algorithm is formulated as follows. De-
We will also use n unit vectors e' " = (0 ..... On the other band, the sequence of its minima, is increasing [12] . and converges to the global minimum offlw).
We can now formulate the cutting angle algorithm [12,18.201.
AIgoriUlm 1:
Step 0 (Initialisarion) Take Step 2. Set K = K + I and w K = w.' .
Go to Step 1.
The cmcial and most time consuming step of the cutting angle algorithm is
Step 1, minimisation of the saw-tooth type function. It can be formulated as a combinatorial problem, and weleavethedetails ofthealgorithmto [12, 17, 18] .
Despite the availability of a fast algorithm, the convergence of cuning angle method is slow, and this is most noticeable in higher dimensional problems (11-10-20) . Combination of cutting angle with local descent methods (discrete gradient method [191) accelerates the convergence significantly.
V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
As our test example we used the data from [XI. reproduced in Table 1 Using these OWA weights. the degree of omess of the operator was 0.18.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented two approaches to deriving the weights of OWA operators from observation data. The first method is based on linear restricted least squares problem, which can be solved using standard techniques. It gives a quick and accurate solution, and in addition. allows one to fix the degree of omess of the operator. The second method is based on deterministic global optimisation technique, and it allows one to solve the uniform approximation problem over the unit simplex. Both methods give solutions superior to the ones presented in [SI. and neither method requires complicated nonlinear constructions presented in [SI and [91. 
